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		Updated for both Python 3.4 and 2.7, this convenient pocket guide is the perfect on-the-job quick reference. You’ll find concise, need-to-know information on Python types and statements, special method names, built-in functions and exceptions, commonly used standard library modules, and other prominent Python tools. The handy index lets you pinpoint exactly what you need.

	
		Written by Mark Lutz—widely recognized as the world’s leading Python trainer—Python Pocket Reference is an ideal companion to O’Reilly’s classic Python tutorials, Learning Python and Programming Python, also written by Mark.

	
		This fifth edition covers:

		
			Built-in object types, including numbers, lists, dictionaries, and more
	
			Statements and syntax for creating and processing objects
	
			Functions and modules for structuring and reusing code
	
			Python’s object-oriented programming tools
	
			Built-in functions, exceptions, and attributes
	
			Special operator overloading methods
	
			Widely used standard library modules and extensions
	
			Command-line options and development tools
	
			Python idioms and hints
	
			The Python SQL Database API
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Protocol EngineeringSpringer, 2012

	Communication protocols form the operational basis of computer networks and telecommunication systems. They are behavior conventions that describe how communication systems interact with each other, defining the temporal order of the interactions and the formats of the data units exchanged – essentially they determine the...
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The Real MCTS SQL Server 2008 Exam 70-432 Prep Kit: Database Implementation and MaintenanceSyngress Publishing, 2009
SQL Server 2008 is the latest update to Microsoft's flagship database management system. This is the largest update since SQL Server 2005. SQL Server 2008 is a much more significant update than SQL Server 2005, because it brings increased ability to deliver data across more platforms, and thus many different types of devices. New functionality also...
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Learn Python the Hard Way: A Very Simple Introduction to the Terrifyingly Beautiful World of Computers and CodeAddison Wesley, 2013

	You Will Learn Python!


	 


	Zed Shaw has perfected the world's best system for learning Python. Follow it and you will succeed-just like the hundreds of thousands of beginners Zed has taught to date! You bring the discipline,...
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Professional Outlook 2007 Programming (Programmer to Programmer)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Professional Outlook 2007 Programming
   Written by one of the most popular and knowledgeable Microsoft Outlook MVPs, this book emphasizes the many new and exciting Outlook 2007 programming features. Ken Slovak shows you all you need to know to develop everything from Outlook custom forms and personal productivity macros to...
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Data Mining & Statistical Analysis Using SQLApress, 2001

	This book is not just another theoretical text about statistics or data mining. No, instead it is aimed for database administrators who want to use SQL or bolster their understanding of statistics to support data mining and customer relationship management analytics.


	Each chapter is self-contained, with examples tailored to real...
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LEGO Mindstorms NXT:  The Mayan Adventure (Technology in Action)Apress, 2006
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT has hit the world by storm, giving you the ability to build your own robots and program them to perform all types of actions. What kind of robots? How about five exploratory robots, used to explore the newly discovered tomb of an ancient Mayan king?
You are along for the ride with Evan and his archaeologist uncle as they...
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